Current aspects in treatment of breast cancer based of nanodrug delivery systems and future prospects.
Breast cancer is one of the most common diseases worldwide. The risk of getting this disease in female is 30% and the mortality rate is 14%. The breast cancer treatment is based on surgery, chemotherapy and radiotherapy. However, an effective treatment method has not been developed. The main cause of failure in the treatment is cancer stem cells metastasis and chemo-resistance. The use of nanocarrier systems against breast cancer stem cells has great importance. Not only advantages of polymeric drug delivery systems are increasing the stability and reduce the side effects of drugs, but also they have disadvantages such as biocompatibility and long-term potential safety. However, in recent years, studies on exosomes provide several advantages. Exosomes usage as nanocarrier do not cause immunological reactions also the drug effectively transport into the cytosol of targeted cell and have more stability characteristics. Although there are studies about various nanocarrier systems in literature against breast cancer but in general, we have not found any review that brings them together and develops a systematic approach to solving the problem. This review mentions prospective new strategies based on various nanocarrier systems and emphasize the importance of exosome based on drug delivery systems in the treatment of breast cancer.